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Abstract
A systematic review was completed to identify assessments used with children with intellectual disabilities to assess adaptive behaviour, challenging behaviour and autism-related behaviour and consider their appropriateness for use by special education teachers with
autistic pupils. The findings of this review led to the recommendation that the Pervasive Development Disorder Behavior Inventory,
Aberrant Behavior Checklist, Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist and the Teacher Autism Progress Scale are currently the most
appropriate assessments for these purposes, although some limitations of these assessments exist. Additional recommendations
included teacher input during the development of robust assessments to show progress for autistic children with intellectual disabilities
and further evaluation of commonly used assessments with an appropriate sample in a relevant education setting.
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Autism spectrum disorder affects between 1 and 2% of the population (Baron-Cohen et al. 2009) with an estimated 55% of this
population also having intellectual disabilities (Knapp et al.
2007). Autism is a lifelong condition characterised by difficulties
in social communication and interaction and the presence of
restricted and repetitive behaviours or interests (American
Psychiatric Association 2013). Coexisting intellectual disabilities
are also associated with an increase in challenging behaviour and
difficulties with social skills (Walton and Ingersoll 2013).
Around 25% of this population are pre- or minimally verbal
(Arnold and Reed 2016) and the possible requirement for special
education provision is one of the reasons autistic individuals with
intellectual disabilities are considered a group with distinct needs
compared with those with autism alone (Matson and Shoemaker
2009).
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Assessment in Special Education
Much research in the area of educational assessment has
focused on mainstream schools. Although only around
29% of autistic children are educated in special schools
(Arnold and Reed 2016), it is important to ensure that
school-based assessments are appropriate for these pupils.
Aside from the statutory assessment of core curriculum
subjects (English, maths and science), there is no specification of how other areas of learning are assessed, leaving
the format of assessment to individual schools (Office for
Standards in Education 2019).
‘School functioning’ has been suggested as a quality of life
domain for children and, in special schools, abilities and behaviours affecting and limiting school functioning are often
key areas targeted by special educational needs (SEN)
teachers (Burgess and Gutstein 2007). Small improvements
of these basic skills may be a priority, especially for autistic
children with severe to profound intellectual disabilities
(Pellicano et al. 2014). Parent and professional groups have
suggested that progress and outcomes should be measured in a
broad repertoire of behaviours such as social skills, adaptive
skills and coexisting problems (McConachie et al. 2018). For
autistic individuals with intellectual disabilities, good outcomes may include improvements in adaptive behaviour
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(including functional communication, independence and daily
living skills), appropriate social behaviour (including reductions in challenging and problem behaviour) and autismrelated behaviours (such as restricted and repetitive behaviours and interests). These areas of difficulty can also result
in barriers to accessing learning and stagnating progress in
curriculum areas (Steer 2009), adversely affecting school
functioning and, consequently, quality of life (Burgess and
Gutstein 2007). For these reasons, assessment of these areas
will be the focus of this review.
Much assessment research in the area of SEN and autism
has addressed diagnosis and screening rather than outcomes
and progress (Wigelsworth et al. 2015). Few assessments specific to populations with coexisting autism and intellectual
disabilities are in common use in schools and, routinely, autistic pupils are assessed using generic assessments developed
for all pupils regardless of diagnosis (Arnold and Reed 2016).
In light of the specific needs of this group discussed above,
this review aimed to identify assessments which measure outcomes for school aged children on the autism spectrum with
coexisting intellectual disabilities in areas of adaptive behaviour, challenging or problem behaviour and autism-related
behaviour. The term autism-related behaviour was preferred
to language such as ‘autism symptomatology’ but includes
measures pertaining to these areas as well as restricted and
repetitive behaviours (RRBs) and sensory behaviour. The
measurement properties of the assessments were considered
and discussed in light of their potential for use by teachers in
schools.

Previous Reviews
Three previous systematic reviews have been conducted
with aims particularly relevant to this review. McConachie
et al. (2015) conducted the first comprehensive review of the
quality and appropriateness of progress and outcome measures for children on the autism spectrum. Strong evidence
was found for 12 assessments, the majority of which
assessed autism characteristics and problem behaviour, and
the importance of measuring ‘functioning in everyday life’
was highlighted (McConachie et al. 2015, p.121). However,
only assessments used with children under 6 years old were
considered and the review did not focus on tools that can be
used within special schools.
Hanratty et al. (2015) conducted a systematic review of
behaviour problem assessments for children on the autism
spectrum under 6 years old. Six assessments were evaluated
and the measurement properties of the Child Behavior
Checklist and the Home Situations Questionnaire (HSQ) were
found to be the most robust. Evidence for the measurement
properties of tools was found to be patchy and it was noted
that responsiveness was often not considered in studies

evaluating assessments, even though it is particularly relevant
when measuring progress (Hanratty et al. 2015).
A recent systematic review by Provenzani et al.
(2019) identified assessments used to measure outcomes
and found 327 outcome measures, 69% of which were
only used within the literature once. Only seven assessments were used in over 5% of the studies. They also
outlined the regular use of non-specific assessments for
autism and noted that many of the assessments were not
developed as outcome measures.
To the best of our knowledge, no published research has
been conducted on the use of assessments by teachers in special education settings for autistic pupils with coexisting intellectual disabilities.

Research Questions
This systematic review was completed to rigorously
identify relevant assessment tools and consider their appropriateness for use within special education settings.
This review also aimed to synthesise information on the
measurement properties of the assessments and present
the information in an accessible way (Higgins and
Green 2011).
Whilst McConachie et al. (2015) and Hanratty et al. (2015)
identified a gap in the research on autism assessment, this
review differs in a number of ways. Firstly, this review included assessments measuring adaptive behaviour, problem or
challenging behaviour and autism-related behaviour; it is
narrower in scope than the review by McConachie et al.
(2015) but broader than Hanratty et al. (2015). Secondly, this
review extended the age range of previous reviews by including assessments appropriate for school aged children. Finally,
this review included assessments devised for individuals with
intellectual disabilities, such as may be used in special
schools, and considered them in relation to individuals on
the autism spectrum with coexisting intellectual disabilities.
This review addressed two primary questions:
1. Which assessment tools can be used by teachers within
special education settings to measure adaptive behaviour,
problem or challenging behaviour or autism-related behaviour of children with intellectual disabilities?
2. Which of those assessment tools are appropriate for measuring the progress and outcomes of children on the autism spectrum with coexisting intellectual disabilities
within a special education setting?
As part of the evaluation of the appropriateness of
identified assessments, a secondary aim was to evaluate
their measurement properties in order to judge their
likely utility.
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Methods
A search was conducted for studies which report primary data
on the measurement properties of assessments used to measure adaptive behaviour, problem or challenging behaviour or
behaviour related to autism. The exact definition of what constitutes ‘adaptive behaviour’ is unclear and the behaviours
measured by different assessments may vary (Kramer et al.
2012). For the purposes of this review, adaptive behaviour
assessments are those which focused on assessing functional,
applied or generalised skills including independence. To address the fact that there is no clear distinction between measures of ‘participation’ and adaptive behaviour, measures of
participation were included if they were appropriate for a
school setting, could be used by teachers and the focus was
on skills or abilities relevant to participation as opposed to
measuring levels of participation. To ensure all relevant tools
were identified, all assessments used with individuals with
intellectual disabilities were considered and evaluated in light
of their application to pupils on the autism spectrum.

Searches
Searches were conducted of a number of electronic databases
using EBSCOhost including Academic Search Complete;
British Education Index; ERIC; MEDLINE; PsychArticles;
PsychInfo and CINAHL. A separate search was conducted
using PubMed. Table 1 shows the key search terms used including combinations, spelling variations and truncation.
The search yielded 3497 results and was repeated with
PubMed finding 323 articles. Automatic removal of duplicates resulted in 2397 articles and a hand removal of duplicates left 2270 articles for consideration.
Different combinations of the search terms were also used
to search the grey literature using opengrey.eu but no relevant
results were found. The above databases were also used to
Table 1

search for assessments commonly used in special schools by
name (e.g. Early Years Foundation Stage Profile, P Scales, B
Squared) but, again, no relevant results were found.

Eligibility Criteria
Articles were first screened by title and abstract according to
the inclusion and exclusion criteria in Table 2. Eligibility was
not restricted by year of publication.

Screening
Following the first title and abstract screening, 2196 studies
were excluded leaving 74 studies included for a second
screening.
The second screening determined whether the assessment
met criterion 6 of the exclusion criteria. Criterion 6 excluded
assessments which are subject to publisher qualification codes
for purchase (e.g. by a qualified psychologist) and are not
freely available or able to be purchased, administered and
scored and the results interpreted by a qualified teacher.
Twenty-eight studies were excluded at this stage because the
assessment had a publisher qualification code which required
a clinical psychology qualification in order to purchase or use
(e.g. Pearson Clinical codes CL1, CL2; WPS publishing Level
N) and therefore could not be used by a teacher. Some education systems (e.g. some US states) require a master’s degree or
further training in SEN in order to teach this population.
However, this is not a requirement for SEN teachers in
England who can teach in special schools with an ordinary
teaching qualification. A number of US-based publishers have
intermediary qualification codes which reflect this requirement of further qualification in order to purchase and use
specific assessments; these measures were included and their
utility will be considered within the discussion.
The full text article was obtained for 46 studies.

Searches

Search term blocks combined with AND
Search terms AB(autis* OR
AB(assess OR
(OR)
“pervasive development*
assessment)
disorder*” OR
“learning disab*” OR
“learning difficult*” OR
“intellectual* impair*” OR
“intellectual* disab*” OR
“mental* disab*” OR
“abnormal development” OR
“developmental* disab*” OR
retard* OR
handicap* OR
“special needs” OR
“special educational needs”)

tool OR
instrument OR
scale OR
checklist OR
questionnaire

measure OR Development OR
progress OR
progression OR evaluate OR functioning OR
social OR
attainment OR test
emotional OR
skill* OR
communication OR
outcome*
behav* OR
motor OR
sensory OR
math* OR
numeracy OR
English OR
literacy OR
language OR
interaction OR
play

NOT(elderly OR
dementia OR
concussion OR
dizziness OR
dyslexia OR
midwifery OR
“drug therapy” OR
“health related quality of
life” OR
“HRQOL” OR
“life satisfaction” OR
cancer)
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Table 2 Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria

1. The focus of the study was to evaluate one or more
properties of an assessment tool (either a newly
developed or existing assessment tool).

1. The study described the sample as having Asperger’s
syndrome, ‘high-functioning autism’, specific learning
disabilities (e.g. dyslexia) without coexisting IDs or
specified that all participants had an IQ > 70. If a study
reported that the average IQ of participants was > 70
(without a range) or if it was not possible to determine
whether the participants had IDs, the study was
excluded.

2. The assessment was intended for use with and was
evaluated using a sample of which some individuals
had IDs (IQ < 70), or both autism and IDs. Where
general intellectual functioning of the sample could not
be determined, the authors were contacted for
clarification. Where no response was received, if the
study specified that the participants attended a specialist
school/education setting or had educational needs potentially unsuitable for a mainstream school (e.g.
nonverbal/limited language) it was included.
3. The assessment was evaluated using a sample which
overlapped with school age range (≥ 4 years and
≤ 16 years).
4. The focus of the assessment was to measure outcomes
related to adaptive behaviour, challenging behaviour or
behaviour related to autism.
5. The study was a primary quantitative or qualitative
study with 5 or more participants.
6. The study was a full text study published in a
peer-reviewed journal and published in English.

2. The assessment was evaluated primarily for its
properties relating to diagnosis, screening for likely
diagnosis, its ability to identify individuals with
IDs/autism or predict a future diagnosis.
3. The assessment tool was developed to be part of or used
to assess a specific curriculum or covered the areas of
interest but focused on a broad range of developmental
outcomes, limiting its generalisability for use in other
contexts.
4. The assessment was devised to be used specifically by
health professionals.
5. The focus of the assessment is on the participation of the
individual rather than their skills, abilities, performance
or behaviour.
6. The assessment is subject to publisher qualification
codes for purchase (e.g. by a qualified psychologist)
and is not freely available or able to be purchased,
administered and scored and the results interpreted by a
qualified teacher.
7. The assessment tool was used to measure outcomes for
offenders with IDs.
8. The assessment was used to measure outcomes for a
sample with mental health conditions (e.g. depression,
anxiety, psychosis, attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder, reactive attachment disorder, anger) or, if a
sample with coexisting IDs and mental health
conditions was used, the mental health condition was
the focus of the study.
9. The assessment was evaluated using a sample
specifically with traumatic brain injury.
10. The assessment was used to assess the quality of life,
the function of challenging behaviour or to assess risk.
11. The assessment tool was developed as an outcome
measure for a particular study and was based on
observation of characteristics specific to that study (e.g.
on task behaviour, parent-child interaction, coded observation) and could not be searched for by name.
12. The assessment tool was predominantly employment,
vocation or training based.
13. The focus of the study was predominantly to evaluate
a translated tool.
14. The article reported a case study, conference abstract
or test review.

On full text screening, 19 studies were excluded. Seven
were excluded due to sample age or absence of intellectual
disabilities and four were excluded on methodology. A number of authors were contacted for further information about the
study. Three studies were excluded for which IQ or intellectual disabilities could not be discerned, which contained no

suggestion that the sample required any special education provision and with no response from authors were excluded. Five
studies were excluded for not measuring relevant specific domains. The total number of studies included from the search
was 27. The search was updated in March and May, 2019, and
two additional studies matching the inclusion criteria were
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found, bringing the number of included studies from the
search to 29.
The first author became aware of an assessment from the
wider literature which was particularly relevant for the purposes of this review but was not found through the search.
This assessment, the School Function Assessment (SFA),
was searched for by name using the same databases and combined with the first block of search terms shown in Table 1
(variations of ‘intellectual disabilities’). Two studies were included as per the inclusion criteria.
The ancestry method identified 11 further studies eligible
for inclusion. Although including a large number of extra
studies through a manual search may signify limiting search
terms, eight of these studies commented on assessments already included through the search. In total, 42 articles
reporting on 26 assessment tools were included. The search
is outlined in Fig. 1.

Risk of Bias and Study Quality
The quality appraisal was guided by the COnsensus-based
Standards for the selection of health Measurement
INstruments (COSMIN) manual for systematic reviews of
patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs). The COSMIN
checklist was created for use in systematic reviews to evaluate
the risk of bias in studies on measurement properties of
PROMs (Prinsen et al. 2018; Mokkink et al. 2018; Terwee
et al. 2018). Although this review did not specifically consider
PROMs, the COSMIN checklist is a robust and valid evaluation tool for studies reporting on outcome measures and was
chosen as a framework to assess both the methodological
quality of studies and the reported properties of the
assessments in this review. The COSMIN checklist covers
aspects of development, validity, reliability and responsiveness with the methodological quality rated separately for each
measurement property as ‘very good’, ‘adequate’, ‘doubtful’
or ‘inadequate’. The lowest rating in each box is taken to be
the overall rating of each measurement property. The
COSMIN manual also contains criteria for sufficient measurement properties.
Whilst much of the COSMIN checklist is highly relevant to
our appraisal of tools for use in an education setting, this
review was concerned with the appropriateness of outcome
measures in education settings rather than clinical practice.
As suggested by the COSMIN manual, the checklist was
adapted for the purposes of this study and therefore some
qualifications to the checklist must be made. Doubtful or inadequate ratings were, in some cases, due to missing information where studies did not provide sufficient detail required by
the COSMIN checklist for a high rating. As different categories of assessment were considered and many assessments
measure slightly different aspects of behaviour, it was more
informative for our purposes to consider convergent validity

in relation to each hypothesis rather than the criteria specified
for criterion validity. Correlations with other measures for
comparison were therefore appraised with reference to convergent validity. Similarly, studies which used different versions of assessments with different respondents (e.g. teacher
and parent forms) were evaluated with reference to convergent
validity as opposed to inter-rater reliability (IRR).
Furthermore, studies on different modes of administration
(e.g. telephone administration by interview with written reports) were considered relevant and coded with reference to
convergent validity. Minimally important change (MIC) is not
considered an adequate measure of responsiveness according
to the COSMIN checklist so in order to consider MIC for our
purposes, as reported in Chatham et al. (2018), this was rated
with reference to hypothesis testing. As the purpose of this
review is to report on outcome measures, correlations with IQ
and diagnostic tools were not considered in light of the evaluations of measurement properties. Although the COSMIN
manual suggests addressing scores individually for each subscale, this review reported on assessments’ properties overall
where possible with comments on subscale results as necessary. The COSMIN manual allows for additional criteria to be
used when assessing results from exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) and this review used the criteria outlined in
McConachie et al. (2015) for sufficient construct validitya:
that factors explain > 50% of the variance. The COSMIN
manual outlines a way of pooling or summarising results per
measurement property, per assessment. Even where assessments had more than one study reporting on their properties,
only a small number of studies considered the same measurement properties and these often utilised different versions of
the assessment. As further information is unlikely to be provided by summarising the quality of the assessment as a
whole, the results, therefore, were reported and discussed separately for each study as well as an overview provided in table
format.
Therefore, the COSMIN checklist was used as a guide and
the quality ratings of studies, the evaluation of measurement
properties of the assessments and the appropriateness of their
use by teachers in schools were considered and discussed in
the Results section below. Twenty-one percent of the studies
were rated by a second blind rater. The ratings were then
reviewed and errors were corrected. The inter-rater agreement
was 94%, and k = 0.85.

Results
Description of Included Studies
In total, 26 assessments were evaluated by 42 included studies
and participant numbers ranged from 14 to 9067. Where studies evaluated different versions of an assessment (e.g. parent
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Fig. 1 PRISMA flow diagram

and teacher versions) or used separate samples (e.g.
neurotypical sample and sample with intellectual disabilities
or adults and children), only data relevant to the eligibility
criteria were considered unless comparisons were relevant
(e.g. comparisons between parent and teacher responses).
The data extracted from the studies are combined in Table 3.

Measurement properties of the majority of the assessments
(n = 16) were reported in a single study. Seven studies evaluated versions of the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales
(VABS) (e.g. Charman et al. 2004; Harris et al. 1995). Four
studies considered the Aberrant Behavior Checklist (ABC)
(e.g. Brown et al. 2002; Kaat et al. 2014; Siegel et al. 2013)

Data from included studies
Study/year

Country

Spreat 1982

Wells et al. 2009

AAMD Adaptive Behaviour
Scale - Part 2

AAMR Adaptive Behavior
Scales-School 2nd Edition
- Part 1 (revision of AAMD
school edition)
Behavior Assessment System
for Children – 2
Lane, Paynter and
Sharman 2013
Aman et al. 1996

Cohen 2003

Cohen et al. 2003

Charman et al.
2004

Chatham et al.
2018

Harris et al. 1995

Behavior Assessment System for
Children - 2

Nisonger Child Behavior Rating Form

PDD-Behavior Inventory

PDD-Behavior Inventory

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales-II
Screener

Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Scales-II Survey Interview Form

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales Interview Edition, Survey Form

Ellison et al. 2016

Perry and Factor
1989

AAMD Adaptive Behaviour
Scale - School Edition

Category

Sample

Part 1 Adaptive behaviour (independence and 31 – intellectual
disabilities
social skills) and Part 2 maladaptive
7–12 years
behaviour
IQ 55–70
Canada
Part 1 Adaptive behaviour (independence and 15 – autism
8–18 years
social skills) and Part 2 maladaptive
IQ 18–82
behaviour
USA
Part 1 Adaptive behaviour (independence and 221 – intellectual
disabilities
social skills) and Part 2 maladaptive
9–57 years
behaviour
IQ 5–76
Canada
Part 1 Adaptive behaviour (independence and 50 – autism and
intellectual dissocial skills) and Part 2 maladaptive
abilities 5–behaviour
37 years
USA
Adaptive functioning and internalising and
67–26 months to
externalising behaviours
18 years
IQ 38–128
Aus
Adaptive functioning and internalising and
39 – autism in earexternalising behaviours
ly intervention
2–5 years
USA
Adaptive (social) and problem behaviour
326 – estimated IQ
55–70
3–16 years
260 of these rated
by teachers
USA
Adaptive and maladaptive behaviour
311 – parents
298 – teachers
children
1–17 years attending specialist provision
USA
Adaptive and maladaptive behaviour
84 – autism
mild/borderline
Griffith GC
scores 3–6 years
UK
Adaptive behaviour (personal and social life 125 – 3–6 years
autism from
skills) with optional Maladaptive Behavior
schools/units
Index
with dedicated
autism provision
USA/Europe Adaptive behaviour (personal and social life 9067 – autism
skills) with optional Maladaptive Behavior 28% of sample
with intellectual
Index
disabilities
1–55 years
USA
20 – autism
specialised classes

Adaptive and Maladaptive/Problem Behaviour Assessments
AAMD Adaptive Behaviour Scale Mayfield, Forman USA
Public School Version Part 1
and Nagle 1984

Assessment

Table 3

Rating scale

Rating scale

Caregiver interview

Semi structured
interview/rating scale

Teachers and parents

Teachers and parents

Caregivers

Teachers and parents

Semi structured
interview/rating scale

Rating scale

Teachers and parents

Parents

Rating scale

Questionnaire or
structured interview

Staff

Teachers and parents

Interview or
questionnaire

Direct care technicians (staff)

Rating scale

Interview or
questionnaire

Parents and group home
workers

Teachers and parents

Interview or
questionnaire

Assessment type

Teachers (SEN and regular),
parents and independent
researcher

Respondents

New 3rd
version

New 3rd
version

New 3rd
version

-

–

–

3rd edition

3rd edition

Unknown

AAMR
ABS- II

AAMR
ABS- II

AAMR
ABS- II

Newest/
updated
version?
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Wells et al. 2009

Wigelsworth et al.
2015

Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Scales-Classroom version

Wider Outcomes Survey for Teachers

Sparrow and
Cicchetti 1978
Kicklighter and
Bailey 1980

Behavior Rating Inventory for the Retarded

Children’s Adaptive Behavior Scales

Independent Behaviour Assessment Scale

Munir et al. 1999

Great Outcomes for Kids Impacted by Severe Pan et al. 2019
Developmental Disabilities-Brief Adaptive
Scale
Great Outcomes for Kids Impacted by Severe Perry et al. 2015
Developmental Disabilities-Brief Adaptive
Scale

Aricak and
Oakland 2010

Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-II

Adaptive Behaviour Assessments

Voelker et al. 2000 Canada

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales
- Survey Edition and Classroom Edition

Adaptive behaviour

Adaptive skills/behaviour

Canada

Bangladesh

Adaptive skills/behaviour

Adaptive behaviour

Adaptive behaviour

Adaptive behaviour

Wider outcomes with behaviour difficulties,
relationships, exposure to bullying

Adaptive behaviour (personal and social life
skills) with optional Maladaptive Behavior
Index
Adaptive behaviour (personal and social life
skills) with optional Maladaptive Behavior
Index
Adaptive behaviour (personal and social life
skills) with optional Maladaptive Behavior
Index
Adaptive behaviour (personal and social life
skills) with optional Maladaptive Behavior
Index
Adaptive behaviour (personal and social life
skills) with optional Maladaptive Behavior
Index

UK

USA

USA?

USA

UK

Canada

Canada

Perry and Factor
1989

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales Survey Form

Aus

Lane, Paynter and
Sharman 2013

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales-II Parent
and Teacher Forms

Table 3 (continued)

1690 – TD, intellectual
disabilities,
autism, etc.
2 age groups
(5–12 years
and
13–21 years)
45 – intellectual
disabilities
6–15 years
IQ 2–53
60 – IQ 70–89
60 – IQ 50–69
all 7–10 years
361 - SLD school
38% autism
4–19 years
432 parents of
children
with intellectual disabilities
3–20 years
Stage 1: 154
1–10 years
Stage 2: 1404 –
typically developing

39 – autism in early intervention
2–5 years
15 – autism
IQ 18–82
8–18 years
90 – various impairments
3–12 years
50 – autism and
intellectual disabilities
6–30 years
6164 – SEND,
some
statements, all
in receipt of
SEND provision
5–6 years,
9–10 years,
11–12 years,
14–15 years

2–5 years

Semi structured interview
Survey interview
(parents) and rating
scale (teachers)
Rating scale

Questionnaire

Parent or support worker
Teachers and parents

Teachers

Rating scale

Interview

Direct assessment
Report scale
Report scale

Direct observation
supplemented by
interview

Teachers or family members

Staff

No mention
Caregivers/teachers
Parents

Trained psychologists
conducted assessment

Staff

Rating scale

Teachers and parents

Unknown

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Unknown

ABAS III

–

New 3rd
version

New 3rd
version

New 3rd
version

New 3rd
version
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Kramer et al. 2012 USA

Kramer and
Schwartz 2018

Kramer and
Schwartz 2017

Coster, Mancini
and Ludlow
1999
Davies et al. 2004

Pediatric Evaluation of Disability
Inventory-Computer Adaptive Test

Pediatric Evaluation of Disability
Inventory-Patient Reported Outcome

Pediatric Evaluation of Disability
Inventory-Patient Reported Outcome

School Function Assessment

School Function Assessment

USA

USA

USA

USA

Dumas et al. 2010 USA

USA

Pediatric Evaluation of Disability
Inventory-Computer Adaptive Test

Silverman et al.
Minnesota Developmental Programming
1983
System Behavioural Scales-Alternate Form
C

Table 3 (continued)
Third sample of 22
2–9 years with
intellectual
disabilities
Adaptive behaviour
3487 - various
levels of intellectual disabilities
0–70 years
Adaptive behaviour (personal self-sufficiency Focus group - 6
and engagement in community)
parents of children with disabilities
Focus groups - 4-5
hospital clinicians
Cognitive
Interviews - 11
parents of children with disabilities (32 interviews)
Adaptive behaviour (personal self-sufficiency 20 autism
and engagement in community)
professionals
(incl. 2
teachers)
18 parents of 21
autistic
children,
3–17 years
(varying communication)
Adaptive behaviour (functional performance Phase I:
of functional tasks)
8–14-21 years
(incl.6 with
intellectual
disabilities)
Phase II:
43–15-21 years
with
developmental
disabilities incl.
some with
autism
Adaptive behaviour (functional performance 37–68%
of functional tasks)
with intellectual disabilities,
some with
autism
8–21 years
Adaptive behaviour (performance of
266 – typically defunctional tasks/skills)
veloping and
varying needs
5–14 years
Adaptive behaviour (performance of
11 – autism
functional tasks/skills)
Computer adaptive test

Self-report

Self-report

Professionals/parents

Self-report scale

Self-report

Teachers

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

Computer adaptive test

Parents/clinicians

Teacher or therapist

Rating scale

No info

–

–

Continuing
development

Continuing
development

–

–

Unknown
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Einfeld and Tonge Aus
1991
Chowdhury
et al. 2010

Developmentally Delayed Children’s
Behaviour Checklist

Home Situations Questionnaire-PDD

Bangerter et al.
2017

Kanne et al. 2014
Charman et al.
2004

Autism Behavior Inventory

Autism Impact Measure

Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist

Assessments of Behaviour Related to Autism

Oliver et al. 2003

Challenging Behaviour Interview

UK

USA

USA

USA

UK

USA

Siegel et al. 2013

Aberrant Behavior Checklist - Irritability
Subscale

USA

Marshburn and
Aman 1992

Brown, Aman and USA
Havercamp
2002
Kaat, Lecavalier
USA and
and Aman 2014
Canada

Aberrant Behavior Checklist

Aberrant Behavior Checklist

Challenging/Problem Behaviour Assessments
Aberrant Behavior Checklist

Janniro, Sapp and
Kohler 1994

Street Survival Skills Questionnaire

USA

Hwang et al. 2002 USA

School Function Assessment

Table 3 (continued)

Autism symptoms

Core autism symptoms

Core/associated symptoms in autism

Severity of disruptive behaviour and
behavioural non compliance

Behavioural and emotional problems

Severity of challenging behaviour

Irritability

Problem behaviour

Problem behaviour

Problem behaviour

Adaptive behaviour

Adaptive behaviour (performance of
functional tasks/skills)

Interview

Teachers for child sample

–

2nd Edition

–
–

Rating scale
Short checklist

Rating scales (web based) –

Rating scale

Also
HSQ-ASD

Telephone administration
and checklist

Parents

2nd Edition

Parents

Checklist

Teachers

2nd Edition

Unknown

Checklist

Parents

2nd Edition

–

–

Parents, care workers, teachers, Questionnaire/rating
teacher aides
scale

Checklist

Direct Assessment

Questionnaire

Parents

Phase 1: 353 – au- Caregivers
tism – varying
communication
3–21 yearsPhase
2: 23 – ASD 3> 18 years
Caregivers
440 – autism, IQ
45–148
2–17 years
Parents
Cohort 1–79
Cohort 2–55
(134 total)

601 – intellectual
disabilities
6–22 years
1130 (calibration
sample)
763 (validation
sample)
autism
47% intellectual
disabilities
2–18 years
666 – intellectual
disabilities
6–21 years
14 – autism and/or
intellectual disabilities
5–18 years
47 – severe intellectual disabilities
4–12 years
5000 – range of
intellectual disabilities
unknown age
124 – PDD/autism
IQ > 35, some in
SEN education
4–13 years

15 - learning disabilities
6–11 years
29 – typically de- Teachers
veloping
18 – learning disabilities
17 – cerebral palsy
6–14 years
18–9-17 years
No info
Mean IQ = 45
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Neil, Green and
Pellicano 2017

Sensory Behaviour Questionnaire

Level B

Yes

Pearson clinical

Available online

Teacher and parent version evaluated
Teacher version but code B

Yes

Teacher version but code B

Teacher version but code B
Teacher version but code B
Teacher (and parent) version evaluated
Teacher version but code B
Teacher (and parent) version evaluated
Classroom version used
Yes

WPS publishing /PAR
Inc.
Pearson

Pearson
Pearson
Pearson
Pearson
Pearson
Pearson
Article

Teacher version but code B
Teacher version but code B
Teacher (and parent) version evaluated
Teacher version but code B
Teacher (and parent) version evaluated
Classroom version used
Teachers evaluated

Teacher and parent version evaluated

WPS publishing /PAR Inc. Yes

Teachers evaluated

Teacher and parent version evaluated

Teacher rating scales evaluated

Level B

Pearson clinical

Appropriate for school?
School version evaluated with teachers
School edition evaluated
No mention of teachers/use in schools
School version evaluated

UK

USA

Rating scale
Questionnaire

Parents

Rating scale

Caregivers and staff

Teachers

Short checklist

Parents and teachers

–

–

–

SEND

SEN populations
Support diagnosis and intervention planning and tracking progress

Intellectual disabilities/developmental disabilities/autism
Screening and evaluating skills
Various Intellectual disabilities/developmental disabilities
Screening/diagnosis and evaluating/measuring behaviour
Various Intellectual disabilities/developmental disabilities Screening/diagnosis and
evaluating/measuring behaviour
Intellectual disabilities
Assessing behaviour and emotional problems
PDD
Outcome measure for responsiveness to intervention
PDD Outcome measure for responsiveness to intervention

Intended population and purpose

57 - 1 year
follow-up
pupils from autism
provision
< 6 years
Autism symptoms
22 parents of
children,
autism, various
IQs, early
intervention
FU1–2 years later
(age 4–6 years)
FU2–5-6 years
later (age
9–12 years)
Severity of restricted and repetitive behaviours 307 – autism,
varying
severity, some
at SEN school
3–48 years
Outcomes for children on autism spectrum
30 – autism
6–24 years
Sensory behaviours for
66 – autism
moderate-severe intellectual disabilities
70 – typically developing
6–17 years
IQ 57–130

Adaptive and Maladaptive/Problem Behaviour Assessments
Unknown
Yes
Unknown
Yes
Unknown
Yes
Abledata out of print 2016 Yes

Appropriate for teachers?

Dang et al. 2017

Teacher Autism Progress Scale

Available?

Lam and Aman
2007

Repetitive Behavior Scale-Revised

USA

Magiati et al. 2011 UK

Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist

Table 3 (continued)
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Yes

Yes

n/a

n/a
Yes

Yes
Yes
No mention

Website

Website

Continuing development

Continuing development
Pearson

Pearson
Pearson
McCarron Dial Systems

Designed for and evaluated with teachers
May be ‘useful’ for educators

Yes

May be ‘useful’ for educators

Article

Freely available

Teachers evaluated
Teacher respondents used in studies elsewhere

No mention of teachers/use in schools
No mention of teachers/schools but author correspondence
suggested may be useful
Teacher version in development
Completed by parents, teachers or caregivers

Article and JanssenMD
No mention of teachers/use in schools
Soon to be available from No mention of teachers/use in schools
WPS

Autism Research Institute Yes
website
Autism Research Institute Yes
website
Unknown
Teacher respondents used in studies elsewhere

School Situations Questionnaire available

Teacher version evaluated

Items relevant to home but some may be
relevant to school
Assessments of Behaviour Related to Autism

Article

Unknown

Has been evaluated with teachers
Teachers used as respondents
Has been evaluated with teachers
Teacher respondents - suggests training to administer
Teacher version but level C

Has been evaluated with teachers
Teachers used as respondents
Has been evaluated with teachers
Teachers respondents - suggests training to administer

Suggests not
Mentions teacher manual
No mention

Yes
Author
Article

Stoeltling
Stoeltling
Stoeltling
Author

Mention of teachers and assessment being
‘educationally useful’
Yes

Not in print? Publishers
1920–2008
Yes

Has been evaluated with teachers

No mention of teachers

Unknown

outcome measure

Autism
Assessing a variety of RRBs
Autism
Outcome measure
Autism
Frequency and impact of sensory behaviours

Autism
Outcome measure
Autism Outcome measure

Autism Designed to assess and capture change
Autism Outcome measure

Intellectual disabilities
Outcome Measure
Intellectual disabilities Outcome Measure
Intellectual disabilities Outcome Measure
Intellectual disabilities Outcome Measure
Intellectual disabilities
Outcome measure of challenging behaviour
Intellectual disabilities/developmental disabilities
Supports clinical assessment and progress
PDD
Outcome measure

Useful for intellectual disabilities
Screening and intervention planning
No mention of school
intellectual disabilities
Measuring behaviour
Mention of teachers and assessment being ‘educationally
intellectual disabilities/developmental disabilities
useful’
Screening and measuring behaviour
Yes
SLD
Research purposes, not recommended for clinical use
Suggests not
SLD Research purposes, not recommended for clinical use
Mentions teacher manual - also mentions training required
Screening/identification of disabilities
No mention
Severe intellectual disabilities
Diagnostic and intervention planning
Yes
Identifying delay, assessing improvement, monitoring and evaluating interventions
Autism module in development
Yes
Identifying delay, assessing improvement, monitoring and evaluating
interventionsAutism module in development
Mention of schools
Disabilities
Planning and evaluating outcomes of education and healthcare
Mention of schools
Disabilities Planning and evaluating outcomes of education and healthcare
Yes
Disabilities
Screening, planning, identifying and reporting progress
Yes
Disabilities Screening, planning, identifying and reporting progress
Yes
Disabilities Screening, planning, identifying and reporting progress
No mention but participants noted as students attending public Intellectual disabilities
schools
Screening, diagnosis and intervention planning

School version/teacher form used

Challenging/Problem Behaviour Assessments
Stoeltling
Has been evaluated with teachers

CLR2

Pearson

Adaptive Behaviour Assessments
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and current or previous versions of AAMR Adaptive
Behavior Scale-II (AAMR ABS-II) (e.g. Mayfield et al.
1984; Spreat 1982; Wells, Condillac, Perry and Factor
1989). Three studies evaluated the SFA (Coster et al. 1999;
Davies et al. 2004; Hwang et al. 2002) and six assessments
had two studies evaluating them (e.g. PDD-Behavior
Inventory; Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist). Four
studies (Charman et al. 2004; Lane et al. 2013; Perry and
Factor 1989; Wells et al. 2009) reported on more than one
assessment.
The focus of the included assessments fell into four categories: adaptive behaviour including adaptive functioning
(n = 10), problem or challenging behaviour (n = 4), autismrelated behaviour (n = 6) and both adaptive and problem or
maladaptive behaviour (n = 6).
Even though studies were only included if the assessment
was evaluated as an outcome measure, the Great Outcomes for
Kids Impacted by Severe Developmental Disabilities-Brief
Adaptive Scale (GO4KIDDS) was developed specifically for
research purposes (Perry et al. 2015) and the Independent
Behaviour Assessment Scale (IBAS) was developed for diagnostic or screening purposes (Munir et al. 1999). Ten further
assessments were reported to be useful for both diagnosis or
screening and as outcome measures (e.g. Adaptive Behavior
Assessment System-II; VABS-II), whilst the remaining 14 assessments were developed specifically as outcome measures
(e.g. Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist; Challenging
Behaviour Interview; Teacher Autism Progress Scale).

Domains
The 10 adaptive behaviour assessments considered a number
of different areas of functioning including social skills, communication, independence or self-help and physical skills. The
Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory-Computer
Adaptive Test (PEDI-CAT), Pediatric Evaluation of
Disability Inventory-Patient Reported Outcome (PEDI-PRO)
and SFA, although addressing elements of participation, focused on functional skills of children in schools and therefore
were included in the adaptive behaviour category. The
M i n ne s ot a D e ve l o p m e nt al P r og r am m i n g S y s t em
Behavioural Scales–Alternate Form C (MDPS–C) also included a domain labelled eating behaviours (Silverman et al.
1983). The Street Survival Skills Questionnaire (SSSQ) included skills relevant to teenagers and adolescents, for example health and safety, public services and time, money and
measurement (Janniro et al. 1994).
Four assessments focused on problem or challenging behaviour: the ABC (e.g. Brown et al. 2002; Marshburn and
Aman 1992), Challenging Behaviour Interview (CBI)
(Oliver et al. 2003), Developmentally Delayed Children’s
Behaviour Checklist (DDCBCL) (Einfeld and Tonge 1991)
and the HSQ–PDD (Chowdhury et al. 2010). These

assessments measured behaviour such as physical aggression,
stereotypic behaviours and non-compliance. The HSQ–PDD
and CBI both addressed aspects of severity of problem behaviour (Chowdhury et al. 2010; Oliver et al. 2003). The
DDCBCL yielded scores relating to deviant behaviour, distress to carers and impairment of adaptive functioning
(Einfeld and Tonge 1991).
Six assessments considered both adaptive and maladaptive
or problem behaviour including the AAMR ABS-II (Wells
et al. 2009 plus previous versions from Mayfield et al. 1984;
Perry and Factor 1989; Spreat 1982), Behavior Assessment
System for Children-2 (BASC-2) (Ellison et al. 2016; Lane
et al. 2013), Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Behavior
Inventory (PDD-BI) (Cohen et al. 2003; Cohen 2003),
VABS (e.g. Harris et al. 1995; Perry and Factor 1989;
Voelker et al. 2000), Nisonger Child Behavior Rating Form
(NCBRF) (Aman et al. 1996) and the Wider Outcomes Survey
for Teachers (WOST) (Wigelsworth et al. 2015). Assessments
such as the BASC-2 and VABS considered a wide variety of
adaptive and maladaptive behaviour. The PDD-BI was developed specifically for use with children on the autism spectrum
and included both autism-specific and broader, more generic
skills and behaviours (Cohen et al. 2003). The WOST
assessed behaviour difficulties, social relationships and experiences of bullying.
Six assessments measured autism-related behaviour: the
Autism Behavior Inventory (ABI) (Bangerter et al. 2017),
Autism Impact Measure (AIM) (Kanne et al. 2014), Autism
Treatment Evaluation Checklist (ATEC) (Charman et al.
2004; Magiati et al. 2011), Repetitive Behavior ScaleRevised (RBS-R) (Lam and Aman 2007), Teacher Autism
Progress Scale (TAPS) (Dang et al. 2017) and the Sensory
Behaviour Questionnaire (SBQ) (Neil et al. 2017). The ABI,
AIM, ATEC and the TAPS all considered the assessments’
abilities to capture progress and change (Bangerter et al.
2017; Charman et al. 2004; Dang et al. 2017; Kanne et al.
2014). The RBS-R was devised specifically to assess RRBs
of autistic individuals and also suggested potential usefulness
in measuring intervention outcomes (Lam and Aman 2007).
The SBQ assessed the frequency and impact of 25 different
sensory behaviours and Neil et al. (2017) suggested it may
also be useful in measuring outcomes.

Samples
Diagnosis
As per the inclusion criteria, all studies included at least some
participants with intellectual disabilities. Eight assessments
were devised specifically for autism including pervasive developmental disorders (e.g. PDD-BI; AIM; ATEC). A number
of other assessments were described as appropriate for a
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variety of intellectual disabilities or developmental disabilities
including autism (e.g. BASC-II; NCBRF; VABS-II).
The numbers or percentage of participants with intellectual
disabilities or who were on the autism spectrum varied; in two
studies all or nearly all participants had intellectual disabilities
and coexisting autism (e.g. Wells et al. 2009), while in other
studies only some of the sample had intellectual disabilities
(e.g. Ellison et al. 2016). Some studies reported the Full-Scale
IQ of participants but nine studies were included on the basis
that it was described or inferred that some or all of the participants needed educational provision above that which could
be provided by a mainstream school (e.g. Bangerter et al.
2017; Hwang et al. 2002; Wigelsworth et al. 2015). Some
studies specified the numbers of participants with each diagnosis (e.g. Chatham et al. 2018), whilst others did not provide
the exact number of participants with intellectual disabilities
within their sample (e.g. Kanne et al. 2014). The samples will
be taken into account when discussing the appropriateness of
the assessments in the Discussion section below.
Age
Five studies used samples 6 years old or younger (e.g.
Charman et al. 2004; Cohen 2003), whilst three studies used
primary school aged samples (e.g. Aricak and Oakland 2010;
Davies et al. 2004) and Munir et al. (1999) involved participants aged 2–9 years. Most other studies used samples of
children and adolescents spanning school age (n = 12), children up to age 18 (n = 7) or a broad age range that included
children and adults (n = 14). Where samples were split into
children and adults (e.g. Oliver et al. 2003), only results from
the child sample were considered in this review.

Methods of Assessment
As would be expected, assessment methods of the included
measures varied. This included direct assessment or observation (e.g. Children’s Adaptive Behavior Scale; SSSQ), interviews with parents, caregivers or teachers (e.g. CBI; VABS-II)
or a mixture of methods (e.g. observation and interview in the
IBAS). The majority of measures were rating scales, checklists or questionnaires filled out by professionals or parents
(e.g. ABC; PDD-BI; RBS-R) with only one self-report measure (PEDI-PRO).

Use by Teachers in Educational Settings
Sixteen assessments were either designed specifically for use
by teachers, developed for use in schools or evaluated using
teacher respondents in the included studies. The HSQ–PDD
has a school form of its original version available but studies
reporting on this version were not found in the systematic
search. A teacher version of the AIM is in development (S.

Kanne, personal communication, December 2018). Studies
which evaluated the Children’s Adaptive Behavior Scales
(CABS) and the IBAS did not use teacher respondents; however, Kicklighter and Bailey (1980) suggested that the CABS
may be ‘educationally useful’ (p.169) and Munir et al. (1999)
mentioned a ‘teacher’s manual’, although there was also a
suggestion that those administering the assessment in the
study needed ‘extensive training’ (p.246). Studies which
discussed seven of the assessments did not mention or imply
the possibility of use in schools or by teachers (e.g. ABI;
MDPS–C). Whilst this does not mean that these assessments
may not be useful with teachers, it is more likely that these
were designed for clinical use.
Fourteen assessments were evaluated using teacher respondents; however, four of these are subject to intermediary qualification codes upon purchase requiring teachers to have a
master’s degree or further qualification in assessment which
may restrict access or use by ordinary SEN teachers (VABS-II;
ABAS-II; BASC-2; SFA). The implications of these assessments subject to intermediary qualification codes will be considered in the discussion on the utility of the assessments by
teachers in schools.

Availability and Year of Study
As no date limit was specified for inclusion, 13 studies
(30%) were conducted prior to 2000. Some of these studies may have used methods which have since been revised
and updated and this must be a consideration when judging the evidence and potential uses of these assessments.
In addition, older assessments may not comprehensively
address adaptive behaviour involving modern technologies (Floyd et al. 2015). Furthermore, current information
on some assessments proved difficult to find. Two assessments were out of print or appeared unavailable from
publishers (AAMR ABS-II; CABS). Four assessments
have more recent or updated versions than those considered in the included studies (ABAS-III; ABC-2; BASC-3;
VABS-III). Eight assessments (or their most recent versions) are available from publishers (ABAS-II; ABC-2;
ABI; BASC-3; PDD-BI; SFA; SSSQ; VABS-III). The
ATEC is available from the Autism Research Institute
website and the PEDI-CAT and PEDI-PRO are available
directly from their respective websites or universities, although the PEDI-PRO is still under continuing development. Nine assessments were included in the article or
suggest they are available from the author (CBI;
GO4KIDDS; HSQ–PDD; IBAS; MDPS–C; NCBRF;
SBQ; TAPS; WOST). No information could be found in
regard to accessing three of the assessments and/or there
were no replies when the authors were contacted
(Behavior Rating Inventory; DDCBCL; RBS-R). The
AIM is soon to be available for purchase.
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Measurement Properties and Quality Assessment
Content Validity
The COSMIN manual considers content validity to be ‘the
most important measurement property’ (Prinsen et al. 2018;
Mokkink et al. 2018; Terwee et al. 2018; p.36) and it is relevant for the purposes of this review that assessments used by
teachers were developed with teachers’ input. Many studies
briefly described content validity when discussing the test
development (e.g. Aman et al. 1996; Kanne et al. 2014) but
only four studies discussed assessment development or content validity in sufficient detail to be rated here (Dumas et al.
2010; Kramer et al. 2012; Kramer and Schwartz 2017; Kramer
and Schwartz 2018).
Kramer et al. (2012) reported sufficient content validity of
the PEDI-CAT with very good and adequate quality evidence.
Dumas et al. (2010) also found sufficient content validity during assessment development; however, the methodological
quality of the comprehensiveness study was rated inadequate
due to lack of information on data coding methods, whilst the
relevance and comprehensibility studies were rated as
doubtful due to unclear data analysis procedures and for not
including a range of professionals in the sample. Kramer and
Schwartz (2017) and (2018) showed sufficient content validity of the PEDI-PRO but the evidence was rated doubtful due
to lack of information on the skill or experience of the
moderators.
Assessments with Sufficient Measurement Properties
A number of assessments showed sufficient evidence over a
number of measurement properties. The HSQ–PDD had good
responsiveness and good internal consistency with very good
quality ratings (Chowdhury et al. 2010). Construct validity
was sufficient but with evidence rated inadequate due to unsatisfactory sample size. Correlations with subscales of the
ABC were modest to moderate and significant. Correlations
with VABS subscales were inverse but non-significant
(Chowdhury et al. 2010).
Wigelsworth et al. (2015) showed very good quality evidence of sufficient internal consistency of the WOST.
Structural validity was insufficient according to the
COSMIN criteria even though the model was close to ideal
fit (CFI = 0.858, TLI = 0.838).
GO4KIDDS showed very good quality evidence of internal consistency and convergent validity with the VABS and
Scales of Independent Behaviour-Revised (Pan et al. 2019;
Perry et al. 2015). Pan et al. (2019) found one principal component measuring adaptive behaviour with adequate quality
evidence.
Magiati et al. (2011) provided very good quality evidence
of sufficient internal consistency in all subscales of the ATEC,

initially and on both follow-up periods. ATEC total scores
significantly correlated with the ADI-R total raw score and
inversely with the VABS Composite age equivalent score at
both follow-up periods. These correlations, however, became
insufficient by COSMIN standards when controlling for IQ.
Total ATEC scores remained stable over time with large individual differences; however, the methodological quality for
responsiveness was rated as inadequate. Charman et al.
(2004) also evaluated responsiveness and reported change in
one of the three ATEC subscales but this evidence was also
rated inadequate.
The TAPS measured improvements over time as compared
with the ABC and Social Responsiveness Scale with adequate
evidence (Dang et al. 2017). Only three other studies evaluated responsiveness of assessments. Charman et al. (2004) did
not find significant change in Adaptive Behaviour Composite
Score of the VABS-screener over time, whilst Harris et al.
(1995) showed significant change of the VABS-Survey
Interview Form at the first follow-up but not the second. The
methodological quality of these two evaluations was rated
inadequate due to the COSMIN manual considering paired t
tests an inappropriate measure of responsiveness.
The PDD-BI showed varied data on IRR and convergent
validity; teacher IRR across subscales ranged from moderate
to high (range 0.55 to 0.93) and was more strongly correlated
than parent-teacher IRR. Test-retest reliability for the teacher
scale was sufficient with very good quality evidence (range
0.73 to 0.97). Convergent validity with the Childhood Autism
Rating Scale was moderate but significant (0.50), NCBRF
was low to moderate (range 0.16 to 0.66) and VABS subscales
significant with a range from 0.31 to 0.81.
Lam and Aman (2007) provided very good quality evidence of sufficient internal consistency of the RBS-R. IRR
for the different subscales ranged from 0.57 to 0.73 for the
younger sample and − 0.24 to 0.95 for the older sample. A
five-factor solution for the RBS-R was adopted from the EFA
which accounted for 47.5% of the variance, below the cutoff
of 50% for good structural validity. Adequate evidence was
found of a close to ideal fit with a root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) of 0.061, just outside of the
COSMIN level for sufficient structural validity.
The SFA showed moderate to good convergent validity
with the VABS-Classroom version for the learning disabilities
group with very good quality evidence (Hwang et al. 2002).
Davies et al. (2004) found sufficient IRR between teachers
and therapists for only two of the three scales. A two-factor
solution was indicated by Coster et al. (1999) although this
evidence was of inadequate quality due to a small sample size.
Kaat et al. (2014) provided very good quality evidence for
sufficient internal consistency of the ABC and appropriate
convergent and divergent validity with the CBCL and
VABS. Construct validity varied across studies. An EFA by
Marshburn and Aman (1992) found that a four-factor solution
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accounted for 52% of the variance. A confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) of a five-factor solution by Brown et al.
(2002) yielded a sufficient RMSEA according to COSMIN
criteria (< 0.06); however, this threshold was not reached by
Kaat et al. (2014). Siegel et al. (2013) found very good quality
evidence for no significant difference between written and
telephone administrated ABC scores.
The VABS showed reasonable convergent validity with the
AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scale (AAMD ABS) (Perry and
Factor 1989) and a significant moderate inverse correlation
with the CARS (Wells et al. 2009).

Of the studies conducted before the year 2000, it was noted
that six studies had inadequate ratings for one or more measurement property (Aman et al. 1996; Coster et al. 1999;
Kicklighter and Bailey 1980; Harris et al. 1995; Mayfield
et al. 1984; Sparrow and Cicchetti 1978). Weaknesses shown
in older scales may be an indication of progress made in scale
development and validation over time and/or improved
reporting within peer-reviewed studies (Floyd et al. 2015).
The evaluation of measurement properties and the quality assessment of each study are summarised in Table 4.

Teacher and Parent Rating Scales

Discussion

Ratings of parents and teachers on the BASC-2 were significant on the externalising composite (Lane et al. 2013) but with
adaptive skills rated significantly lower by parents than
teachers on the composite and adaptive subscales (Ellison
et al. 2016; Lane et al. 2013). Lane et al. (2013) showed that
parent-teacher correlations on VABS-II domains were all significant with no significant differences. These studies were of
very good methodological quality. Voelker et al. (2000) compared parent-teacher ratings on the VABS and found that correlations were high for the summary score and all domains
apart from the socialisation domain. Very good quality evidence showed, again, that parents consistently and significantly reported lower adaptive behaviour skills than teachers.
However, when the 169 overlapping items from the VABS
classroom and survey form were analysed for IRR, parents
reported higher skill level on 70% of comparisons with 93%
of correlations significant. This evidence was considered
indeterminate and of inadequate quality due to the use of the
phi correlation coefficient. Aman et al. (1996) considered
teacher and parent agreement on the NCBRF. They found that
correlations were significant but ranged from 0.22 to 0.54,
indicating differences between teacher and parent ratings of
a child’s adaptive skills or problem behaviour.

Twenty-six assessments were found with potential for use in
school settings to measure progress of adaptive behaviour,
problem or challenging behaviour or autism-related behaviour
of children on the autism spectrum with coexisting intellectual
disabilities. When considering the appropriateness of these
assessments for use by teachers in special schools, there are
a number of factors that need consideration: (a) the purpose of
the assessment, (b) the usability of the assessment, e.g. whether consideration of use by teachers had been made during
development, (c) the applicability of use alongside the school
curriculum and (d) the measurement properties of the
assessment.

Other Assessments
Twenty-one studies only reported on one measurement property for the sample of interest, and for seven of the 26 assessments there was information on only one measurement property from only one study (e.g. ABAS-II; CABS; IBAS;
MDPS–C). Most other assessments had three or more measurement properties evaluated. Neil et al. (2017) found good
internal consistency for the SBQ and convergent validity with
the Short Sensory Profile. Spreat (1982) found no significant
differences between weighted and non-weighted items on previous versions of the AAMD ABS and Chatham et al. (2018)
estimated minimal clinically important differences of the
Composite Score of the VABS to be 2–2.5 points for the
relevant sample.

Assessment Purpose and Intended Population
It is necessary to take into account the original purpose for
which the assessment was developed when considering the
appropriateness of an assessment in a specific context. Even
though use as an outcome measure was necessary for inclusion in this review, 42% (n = 11) of the included assessments
also support screening or diagnosis with one further assessment developed for research purposes. Assessments which
either attempt to serve multiple purposes or are used for purposes for which they were not intended may be less effective
at measuring for a specific purpose. It must not be assumed
that ‘an assessment is appropriate and interpretable for a particular context of use without determining if there is evidence
regarding the validity of such assumptions within the context’
(Pellegrino 2014, p.68). Similarly, evaluations of an assessment for one purpose are not necessarily generalisable to the
use of the assessment for other purposes (Haynes et al. 1995).
As an example, the authors of GO4KIDDS specified that it
was not recommended for contexts other than research (Perry
et al. 2015) and, although Pan et al. (2019) found some initial
promise for its use by teachers in special schools, further validation would be needed before it could be considered an
appropriate measure for use in schools (McConachie et al.
2015). Assessments developed specifically to measure outcomes and progress (e.g. AIM; ATEC; CBI; PDD-BI; RBS-

Very good
+
Very Good
+
Adequate
+

Ellison et al. 2016

Cohen 2003

Aman et al. 1996

Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales II Screener
Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales II
- Survey Interview
Form
Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales Interview Edition,
Survey Form
Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales
II -Parent and Teacher
Forms
Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales
-Survey Form

Very good
+

Adequate
+

Perry and Factor 1989

Very good
+

Lane, Paynter and Sharman
2013

Harris et al. 1995

Chatham et al. 2018

Charman et al. 2004

Adequate
+

Adequate
+

Wells et al. 2009

Inadequate
Inadequate
?

Adequate
+

Spreat 1982

Lane et al. 2013

Very good
+

Perry and Factor 1989

Mayfield et al. 1984

PDD-Behavior Inventory Cohen et al. 2003

AAMD Adaptive
Behaviour Scale Public School
Version Part 1
AAMD Adaptive
Behaviour Scale
- School Edition
AAMD Adaptive
Behaviour Scale - Part
2
AAMR Adaptive
Behavior
Scales-School 2nd
Edition Part 1 (revision
of AAMD school edition)
Behavior Assessment
System for Children −2
Behavior Assessment
System for Children - 2
Nisonger Child Behavior
Rating Form
PDD-Behavior Inventory
Very Good
+

Inadequate
Adequate
+

Inadequate
-

Relevance Comprehensiveness Comprehensibility Structural Hypothesis Internal
Inter-rater
validity
testing
consistency reliability
(convergent)

Prom design

Reliability

Parents/experts

Construct validity

Development

Content validity

Adaptive and Maladaptive/Problem Behaviour Assessments

Author

Risk of bias and measurement properties

Assessment

Table 4

Doubtful +

Inadequate
+

Inadequate
+

Inadequate
+

TestResponsiveness
retest
reliability
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Author

Pediatric Evaluation of
Disability

Great Outcomes for Kids
Impacted by Severe
Developmental
Disabilities-Brief
Adaptive Scale
Great Outcomes for Kids
Impacted by Severe
Developmental
Disabilities-Brief
Adaptive Scale
Independent Behaviour
Assessment Scale
Minnesota Developmental
Programming System
Behavioural
Scales-Alternate Form
C
Pediatric Evaluation of
Disability
Inventory-Computer
Adaptive Test

Kramer et al. 2012

Dumas et al. 2010

Silverman et al. 1983

Munir et al. 1999

Perry et al. 2015

Pan et al. 2019

Adaptive Behavior
Aricak and Oakland 2010
Assessment System
Behavior Rating Inventory Sparrow and Cicchetti 1978
for the Retarded
Children’s Adaptive
Kicklighter and Bailey
Behavior Scales
1980

Wells et al. 2009
Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales
- Classroom version
Vineland Adaptive
Voelker et al. 2000
Behavior Scales Survey Edition and
Classroom Edition
Wider Outcomes Survey
Wigelsworth, Oldfield and
for Teachers
Humphrey 2015
Adaptive Behaviour Assessments

Assessment

Table 4 (continued)

Relevance
Doubtful
+
Comprehensiveness
Inadequate
Comprehensibility
Doubtful
+
Adequate
+

Adequate
+

Adequate
+

Adequate
?

Adequate
+

Very good
Inadequate
+

Very good
-

Very Good
+

Very good
+

Inadequate
+

Very good
+

Adequate
+

Very good
+

Very good
+

Inadequate
total score
+
Very good
+

Very good
+

Adequate
+

Inadequate
?

Relevance Comprehensiveness Comprehensibility Structural Hypothesis Internal
Inter-rater
validity
testing
consistency reliability
(convergent)

Prom design

Reliability

Parents/experts

Construct validity

Development

Content validity

TestResponsiveness
retest
reliability
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Author

Home Situations
Questionnaire-PDD

Chowdhury et al. 2010

Pediatric Evaluation of
Kramer and Schwartz 2017
Disability
Inventory-Patient
Reported Outcome
Coster, Mancini and
School Function
Ludlow 1999
Assessment
Performance Scales
Davies et al. 2004
School Function
Assessment
Performance Scales
Hwang et al. 2002
School Function
Assessment
Performance Scales
Street Survival Skills
Janniro, Sapp and Kohler
Questionnaire
1994
Challenging/Problem Behaviour Assessments
Aberrant Behavior
Brown, Aman and
Checklist
Havercamp. 2002
Aberrant Behavior
Kaat, Lecavalier and Aman
Checklist
2014
Aberrant Behavior
Marshburn and Aman 1992
Checklist
Siegel et al. 2013
Aberrant Behavior
Checklist - Irritability
Subscale
Challenging Behaviour
Oliver et al. 2003
Interview
Developmentally Delayed Einfeld and Tonge 1991
Children’s Behaviour
Checklist

Inventory-Computer
Adaptive
Test Parents Professionals
Pediatric Evaluation of
Kramer and Schwartz 2018
Disability
Inventory-Patient
Reported Outcome

Assessment

Table 4 (continued)

Relevance
Very good
+
Comprehensiveness
Doubtful
+
Comprehensibility
Doubtful
+
Doubtful
+

Very good
+

Very good
+

Doubtful
+

Inadequate
+

Very good
Very good
Adequate
+

Inadequate
+

Very good
+

Adequate
+
Adequate
+

Very good
+

Very good
+

Doubtful
+-

Very good
+

Very good
+

Doubtful
+

Very good
+

Dubtful
Teachers +
Teacher-TAs
-

Adequate
+-

Relevance Comprehensiveness Comprehensibility Structural Hypothesis Internal
Inter-rater
validity
testing
consistency reliability
(convergent)

Prom design

Reliability

Parents/experts

Construct validity

Development

Content validity

Doubtful
+

Very good
+

TestResponsiveness
retest
reliability
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Author

Neil, Green and Pellicano
2017

Dang et al. 2017

Lam and Aman 2007

Magiati et al. 2011

Charman et al. 2004

Kanne et al. 2014

Bangerter et al. 2017

Adequate
-

Inadequate
?
Adequate
+

Adequate
+

Very good
+

Very good
+
Very good
+

Very good
+

Very good
+
Very good
+

Very good
+

Very good
+

Doubtful
+

Relevance Comprehensiveness Comprehensibility Structural Hypothesis Internal
Inter-rater
validity
testing
consistency reliability
(convergent)

Prom design

Reliability

Parents/experts

Construct validity

Development

Content validity

Measurement properties ratings: + sufficient; - insufficient;? indeterminate; +- inconsistent. Evidence quality ratings: very good, adequate, doubtful or inadequate

Autism Treatment
Evaluation Checklist
Autism Treatment
Evaluation Checklist
Repetitive Behavior
Scale-Revised
Teacher Autism Progress
Scale
Sensory Behaviour
Questionnaire

Autism Behavior
Inventory
Autism Impact Measure

Assessments of Behaviour Related to Autism

Assessment

Table 4 (continued)

Inadequate
?
Doubtful
+

Adequate
+

Inadequate
Inadequate
-

TestResponsiveness
retest
reliability
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R; SBQ; TAPS) are likely to be more effective, valid and
reliable for this purpose than those which were developed
for multiple purposes.
Another consideration is the population for which the assessment was intended and, further, the population with which
the assessment has been evaluated. Eight assessments were
developed specifically for use with individuals on the autism
spectrum but only three of these were intended for use in
schools or evaluated using teacher respondents (PDD-BI;
ATEC; TAPS). Of the 14 assessments evaluated by teachers,
only Wells et al. (2009) and Perry and Factor (1989) who
evaluated the AAMR ABS-II and previous AAMD version
specified that all or nearly all participants were on the autism
spectrum with coexisting intellectual disabilities. The ATEC,
PDD-BI, SFA, TAPS and the WOST used samples who needed some special educational provision but the level of intellectual disabilities amongst participants is likely to have varied
(e.g. Charman et al. 2004; Dang et al. 2017; Magiati et al.
2011). The NCBRF contained samples with various levels
of intellectual disabilities without specifying autism (Aman
et al. 1996). Considering the often-complex educational needs
of this specific population, it would be beneficial for further
studies on these assessments to be carried out using a sample
of children on the autism spectrum with coexisting intellectual
disabilities and to consider whether revised versions of these
assessments specific to this population would be useful.

Usability of Assessment by Teachers
Only 12 of the 26 assessments were developed specifically for
use by teachers or in schools and four further assessments
(ABAS-II; VABS-II; BASC-2, SFA) were subject to publishers’ qualification codes. As mentioned during the description of the screening process, the intermediary qualification
codes may restrict the use of these assessments by a large
number of special needs teachers in education systems where
no further qualifications are required to teach this population.
It may be that these assessments require specialist knowledge
in terms of scoring or interpreting the results and potentially
any interventions or support resulting from the outcome of the
assessments. Therefore, effective use of these assessments
would require supervision by members of school leadership
with extra qualifications or even external professionals, limiting their use for the purposes of this review. However, this
does not mean that teachers cannot inherently develop and
implement interventions that are designed to improve functioning in areas relevant to these assessments (e.g. adaptive
behaviour).
Although under half of included assessments were developed for use by teachers in schools, it is encouraging that
assessments are being developed specifically for this purpose
and that use in an education setting is considered during development. Some recently evaluated and available

assessments such as the ABI, the RBS-R and the SBQ may
also have potential for assessing particular areas of difficulty
in schools; however, it is necessary for research to be conducted using teacher respondents to further assess applicability
and appropriateness for use in education settings. Only four
studies provided enough information to assess content validity
and, of the other included assessments which gave brief information about the development process, only the WOST reported input from teachers at the development stage
(Wigelsworth et al. 2015). Content validity is a vital consideration and, in this context, requires input from teachers during development in the areas identified in the COSMIN
checklist including relevance of the items and comprehensiveness of the assessment as well as comprehensibility of the
assessment instructions, items and response options.
The ATEC, WOST, CBI and GO4KIDDS were the only
four assessments tested by teachers in the UK. Although results of studies conducted in one country may be applicable to
another, it is useful to consider the appropriateness of these
assessments in schools of the country in question. In this case,
it may be particularly beneficial for the TAPS, which was
specifically devised to be used by teachers and showed sensitivity to progress over time, to be evaluated within special
schools in England. Similarly, although mainly involving clinicians in its development, the PEDI-CAT received some input from teachers during the development process and, with
further evaluation in schools, may be appropriate for use in
education settings. Initial evaluation of the PEDI-PRO suggests it may be useful as a pupil report measure but, again,
further research on its use in schools is needed.

Measurement Properties
Although a number of assessments showed sufficient evidence for various different measurement properties, few were
evaluated with a relevant sample or in an appropriate setting.
The ABC and the RBS-R showed promise for use by teachers
with autistic children with intellectual disabilities to assess
challenging behaviour and repetitive behaviour respectively,
as did the PDD-BI. However, these assessments need further
evaluation of their responsiveness to change and their use in
schools in England. Both studies with a focus on the ATEC
reported on responsiveness, which is an important measurement property when determining how well an assessment
measures progress. Studies evaluating the responsiveness of
the ATEC reported either some change on some subscales
during the time period (mean 11 months) or scores remaining
relatively stable but with different individual patterns of
change (Charman et al. 2004; Magiati et al. 2011). This appears in line with expectations for a heterogeneous condition
such as autism. These results suggest it is unlikely the ATEC
would show progress and change over shorter periods of time
(e.g. termly or half-termly) although the tool may be useful for
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teachers to show longer term progress. Both of these evaluations, however, were rated as having inadequate methodological quality. The WOST showed high internal consistency and
the CFA indicated a close to ideal model fit (Wigelsworth et al.
2015) but further testing may be needed to determine the
responsiveness of the scale. Some items on this scale are more
relevant to individuals with mild intellectual disabilities rather
than moderate to severe intellectual disabilities so it may be
useful for further research to be conducted using this sample.
It is also necessary for further studies to be carried out on the
content validity of these assessments with the specific population considered in this study, as mentioned above.

Assessments Appropriate for Schools
Twenty-six relevant assessments were identified in this review. When taking account of the factors considered above,
there are few, if any, assessments which have been evidenced
to be entirely appropriate for teachers to show progress of
autistic pupils with intellectual disabilities without need for
further evaluation. Many of these assessments were originally
developed for other purposes or are limited by qualification
codes and, therefore, may need to be adapted in order to be
appropriate for use in schools. Many do not have sufficient
evidence of a number of robust measurement properties, particularly responsiveness, when using teacher respondents.
Most have not been evaluated with individuals on the autism
spectrum with intellectual disabilities when used by teachers
in education settings in England. Considering the various factors discussed above, the ABC, PDD-BI, ATEC and TAPS
may have potential for use in special schools to show progress
of pupils on the autism spectrum. However, further evaluation
is necessary. The teacher version of the AIM could also be a
useful addition to the pool of current available assessments
upon completion. In light of the discussion and evaluation of
the identified assessments, there is a clear need to develop
robust assessments for use by special needs teachers to measure progress and outcomes of autistic children with intellectual disabilities outside of curriculum areas.

Limitations
This systematic review, to our knowledge, is the first to consider the educational appropriateness of assessments which
measure progress in adaptive behaviour, challenging or problem behaviour and autism-related behaviour for children on
the autism spectrum with intellectual disabilities. It has systematically identified relevant assessments, summarised and
reviewed evidence pertaining to measurement properties and
examined the assessments in respect of their use by teachers in
special schools. It has also devised some adaptations to the
COSMIN checklist for these purposes. This review provides a
resource for teachers which summarises the potential uses of

included assessments with different pupils as well as reporting
on their measurement properties.
There are, however, a number of limitations of the current
systematic review. Firstly, some notable assessments were not
included in this study. This may be for a number of reasons.
Relevant assessments may have been used in studies for
diagnostic/screening purposes, to discriminate between
groups or may have used a sample of individuals without
intellectual disabilities and would therefore have been excluded. Some assessments were also excluded on qualification
code whilst newer assessments and recent versions may not
have been included if there have not yet been studies of their
measurement properties published. It is, therefore, important
to acknowledge that this review is not an exhaustive list of
assessments appropriate for use with children on the autism
spectrum with intellectual disabilities but an example of those
that can be used by SEN teachers.
Furthermore, evaluations of assessments’ measurement
properties outside of peer-reviewed literature, for example in
books, were not included. Properties containing potentially
helpful information such as ceiling and floor effects were
not considered here. The COSMIN checklist guided the quality assessment but was adapted to suit the specific aims of this
review and it is necessary to interpret the methodological quality and summary of measurement properties with caution if
considering the results in a broader context than is specified here.
In addition, there are also a number of school assessments
which are notably missing from the literature. Those widely
used in special schools in England include the B Squared
assessment software, the Early Years Foundation Stage
Profile and the TEACCH Transition Assessment Profile. Not
only did these assessments not appear in this systematic search
or further searches of peer-reviewed journals, grey literature
searches specifically for these assessments also yielded no
information on evaluation of their properties. B Squared was
also contacted for information on their measurement properties but no reply was received. In a similar way, measurement
approaches such as Goal Attainment Scaling are less likely to
be included when considering evaluations of the measurement
properties of these tools. McConachie et al. (2015) mentioned
that criterion-referenced assessment and other assessment
approaches are often not examined for their measurement
properties in research. Persicke et al. (2014) recognised that,
due to a lack of expertise around measurement properties, limited information on measurement properties of
assessments are available in fields such as education.
Teachers may intrinsically ‘know’ which assessments
are helpful for them and their pupils and not rely on
further academic evaluations of assessments which they
find useful. With school wide assessment policies often
chosen and developed by individuals predominantly
working outside of the classroom, it is important that
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the gap between robust and sound assessments and their
effective use by teachers is bridged.
With these limitations in mind, systematic reviews and further research replicating and evaluating the results here are
recommended to address the lack of research in this area.

progress in schools. Finally, it is recommended that assessments are developed with and for teachers to show progress for children on the autism spectrum with intellectual
disabilities outside of curriculum areas. Evaluation with an
appropriate sample in a relevant education setting is also
recommended in order to address the need for robust assessment tools for these purposes.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Compliance with Ethical Standards
This systematic review has addressed the first of the two
research questions by identifying and listing assessments
which can be used by special needs teachers to assess the
progress and outcomes of pupils on the autism spectrum
with coexisting intellectual disabilities. The review
summarised the assessment information and identified
the assessment methods, previous uses of the assessments
and the populations they have assessed. In addressing the
second research question and determining which assessments are appropriate for these purposes, factors considered included the availability of the assessment, accessibility and ease of use by teachers, whether the assessments had been evaluated with a relevant population and
with teacher respondents, and the outcome of the evaluation in relation to their measurement properties. The findings of this systematic review lead to the recommendation
that the ABC, PDD-BI, ATEC and TAPS are currently the
most appropriate assessments of outcomes for pupils on
the autism spectrum in education settings in the areas of
adaptive behaviour, challenging behaviour and autismrelated behaviour. These recommendations are made
whilst accepting some limitations of these assessments
and with the understanding that their appropriateness
may vary depending upon the unique purposes of assessment and needs of the pupils. All but the ATEC
were evaluated in the USA and therefore this may be
a consideration regarding their uses in other education
systems. Furthermore, all of these studies require additional evaluation of various measurement properties in
relevant contexts and settings.
There are a number of further recommendations as a
result of these findings. Firstly, many assessments used in
schools have not been evaluated in peer-review literature
and it is recommended that widely used assessments in
special schools have their measurement properties evaluated. Secondly, as recommended by McConachie et al.
(2015), it is critical that stakeholders are involved in the
development of new assessments; specifically, that teachers
are included in the development process of teacher assessments and that they support decisions on skills and behaviour which are most useful to assess. Thirdly, it is important for responsiveness to be evaluated including measuring small amounts of progress over shorter periods of time
(e.g. termly or half-termly) for the purpose of showing
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